Abstract--In this article, we present an algorithm to find the first K shortest unique-arc walks in a traffic-light network. Each node of the present network is associated with a repeated sequence of different windows to model operations of traffic signals and intersection movements. Unlike conventional simple or looping paths, we refer to the paths in this paper as unique-arc walks because they may include repeated nodes but will exclude repeated arcs. Using the heap structure, we develop an algorithm to find the first K shortest unique-arc walks in time O(Kr[V[3[A[), where IV[ is the number of nodes, [A] is the number of arcs, and r represents the number of different windows associated with a node.
INTRODUCTION
A classical shortest path problem is concerned with finding the path with the minimum time, distance, or cost from a source node to a destination through a connected network. It is an important problem because of its numerous applications and generalizations in transportation [1] , communications [2] , and many other areas. Readers are referred to several reviews on the shortest path problem [3] [4] [5] . To meet practical needs, a time-constrained shortest path problem generalizes the shortest path problem by incorporating temporal factors. The time window has been a common form of time constraint that assumes that a node can be visited only in a specified time *This author was supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant No. 90-2416-H-167-003. Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed. The authors are grateful to the anonymous referees for their helpful comments. interval [6] [7] [8] [9] . In other words, a time window defines the earliest time and the latest time during which the node is available.
Most shortest path algorithms calculate optimal paths, but do not explicitly consider intersection movements that can be significant in congested street networks [10] . To reflect intersection movements in practice and model operations of traffic signals, Chen and Yang [11] introduced a new kind of time constraint (traffic-light constraint) by associating each node with a repeated sequence of different windows. The result of this formulation is that the problem of passing through a number of traffic signals as quickly as possible reduces to a shortest path problem. Since Chen and Yang [11] have developed a polynomial-time algorithm for finding the shortest path in the previous paper, this paper extends their study to find the first K shortest paths in the present network. The motivation of this extension arises from its practical applications. As pointed out by Eppstein [12] , one of the reasons to find R" shortest paths is that certain constraints may be difficult to define or hard to optimize; a common strategy is to compute several paths and then choose among them by considering the other criteria. Since traffic-light constraints model traffic signals that contain cyclic periods of stop (red periods), we could consider other criteria as well as travel time to choose the optimal path. For example, suppose the stop times of two paths are different but the arrival times are the same, which means two paths spend different actual travel times. In this case, we can find paths in ascending order of arrival time first, and then choose a path by taking the length of stop time into account. Another likely criterion is fewer numbers of stops that could alleviate the degree of traveling discomfort and be in the interest of vehicles. The last example arises from the fact that we could spend several time-windows at the same traffic signal waiting for the queue to clear. This may not be common for some regions; however, it is a real-life application in major cities such as Taipei City in Taiwan. For example, the 2001 Highway Capacity Manual in Taiwan [13] indicates that under a normal situation, the approximate discharging rate of a passenger car unit (PCU) per hour is 1950 vehicles. The situation designates seven conditions, one of which is that the intersection is located in a metropolitan area (for example, Taipei City). To know how the discharging rate affects the length of a queue, consider the 2003 Traffic Flow Data [14] that collected four time intervals in Taipei City: 7 A.M. to 8 A.M., 8 A.M. to 9 A.M., 5 P.M. to 6 P.M., and 6 P.M. to 7 P.M. Take the intersection of MinQuan East Road and RueiGuang Road for example. On the day that the data were collected, the numbers of westbound (from MinQuan East Road) vehicles at the four time intervals were: 2696, 2629, 2225, and 2632. These numbers, according to Dion et al. [15, p. 106] , suggest that a growing residual queue is to form because the number of vehicles reaching the intersection exceeds the number of vehicles that can be served by the traffic signal.
The result of introducing the queue length as an explicit constraint would be hard to optimize the network model and likely be computationally intractable. Instead, computing several paths can help to choose the path where the queue length is treated as a constraint that is ignored in optimization. All this explains that it is logical to compute not only the optimal path but also a set of alternative ones, upon which we can choose the one while considering other criteria. Moreover, finding a set of paths allows us to perform sensitivity analysis of the optimal solution for various problem parameters [12] , such as the length of green or red period of the traffic signals.
To reduce the conflict between accuracy and tractability, in this paper, we assume that travel times between successive time-windows are deterministic in the sense that they will not be affected by traffic conditions. In general, deterministic travel times were extensively used in the conventional shortest path problems and K shortest path problems. In particular, they were also used to compute shortest path for street networks [10] and real road networks [16] . Moreover, according to Fu and Rilett [17] , who considered travel times as a stochastic process, the use of shortest path algorithms in dynamic and stochastic traffic networks is incorrect. Nevertheless, they suggested that from a practical perspective, the shortest path algorithms might be acceptable if the change of travel times as a function of time in the network is moderate. (Stochastic travel time is not our concern in this paper.)
In literature, the first K shortest paths found can be members of two major classes:
(1) simple paths (paths without repeated nodes and arcs), and (2) looping paths (paths with repeated nodes and arcs).
Regardless of the network under consideration, the efforts required to find simple paths appear to be harder than those to find looping paths. In the first class, Yen [18] proposed a very efficient algorithm that finds the first K simple paths in a general network in O(KIVI 3) time, where IV[ is the number of nodes. Katoh et al. [19] improved the time bound to be O(K(IAI+IVI log V)) for an undirected network, where IAI is the number of arcs. In the second class, Dreyfus [20] developed an efficient Mgorithm that finds the K shortest paths from one node to each one of the other nodes in the time of O(K]V I log IVI). Fox [21] gave an algorithm to run in O(IVI 2 +KIV ] log ]VI) time. Recently, Eppstein [12] used an implicit representation of paths to significantly improve the time bound to be O(IA I + IV] logV + KV).
In this paper, we will focus on finding efficient paths, where a path P is efficient if there does not exist another path P~, such that pt is formed by adding some nodes or arcs to P, but with a smaller total time than that of P. Note that the total time of a path in the traffic-light network contains two parts:
(1) the travel time of the arcs, and (2) the stop time of the nodes waiting for the right direction.
Therefore, two properties arise. First, a simple path may not necessarily be an efficient path, which means that the total time of a path with repeated nodes may be smaller than that of the path without repeated nodes. Let (x, u, y) denote a directional route that travels from node x to node u and leaves for node y. Then, the total time of the path (A, B, C, D, E) will be larger than that of the path (A, B The two properties show that the paths enumerated in this paper are neither simple nor looping.
We will refer to this kind of path as unique-arc walk in the remainder of the paper to reflect that arcs are unique but nodes can be repeated. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the traffic-light network, develop the algorithm for finding the first K shortest unique-arc walks, and provide the time complexity of the algorithm. Section 3 includes the conclusion and directions for future research.
SOLUTION ALGORITHM

Problem Definition
For convenience, we follow the notations used in Chen and Yang [11] . Let N = (VI U V2, A, WL, t, s, d) denote a traffic-light network, where V1 is the node set without window constraints, V2 represents the node set with window constraints, A is the arc set without multiple arcs and self-loops, t(u, v) is the travel time of arc (u, v) c A. For each node u E V2, it is associated with a window-list WL(u) --(ws~, w~,l, w~,2,..., w~,~), where ws~ is the starting time of the first window and w~,i is the i TM time window of node u for i = 1 to r. Each window wu# is associated with a duration d~,i and a set of node-triplets NT~,i, where a node-triplet (x, u, y) is in NTu,i if visiting node y from node x is allowed in window wu,i. Using a repeated sequence to represent windows and assuming wu,o = wu,r, Wu,(k×r)+i is equal to Wu,i for any nonnegative integers k and i, where i < r. In this context, the sequence of the windows describes the whole phasing of the traffic signals.
Since a Node u in V1 can be treated as a node in V2 by associating it with a window of infinite duration and containing all possible node-triplets, we assume that all the nodes are in set V2 for ease of presentation. Consider Figure 1 , where the number beside each arc is the arc's travel time. We also show each node's duration d~,i and node-triplets NT~,i wherever appropriate. For example, the first window of Node C starts at time 3; the duration of window w6,1+2~ is two time units and the duration of window wc,2+2i is four time units where i is a nonnegative integer. 1) p(c2),..., p(m) . Figure 2 . The procedure to compute the first K shortest unique-arc walks.
Let P2 denote the second shortest unique-arc walk and is in p(r). Then, we partition p(r)_ {P2} into disjoint subsets at the same way we partition Pc -{P1}. The subsets obtained from the partitioning of p(r)_ {P2}, together with p(1), p(2),...,p(~-l), p(r+l)...,p(m), constitute a partition of Pc -{P1, P2 }. Following the same procedure, we can generate the walks successively in nondecreasing order. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 2 , where each node denotes a subset and the label inside the node is the name of the subset. Furthermore, the arcs emanating from a node denote a partition of this walk set into different subsets, and the walk name, say P4, beside a node p (2) indicates that the walk P4 is found from the walk set p (2) .
Recall that all of the walks in the walk set Pc (i), for 1 < i < m, contain an in-subwalk from node v i to d and exclude an out-arc (v i-1, v~). Suppose P2 is in p(r), and let P2 be denoted by (s = u °, u 1, ..
., u r' --v r, vr+l,...,v m = d).
The walk set P(r)-{P2} can be further partitioned into r' disjoint subsets. We define p(~,i) as the subset of walks in pc(r) _ {P2} with the in-subwalk (u i, u~+l,..., u r' = v r) and without the out-arc, (u ~-1, u~). By including the original in-subwalk and excluding the out-arc of p(r), pc(r,~) is the subset of walks with the insubwalk (u ~, ui+l,..., u r' = v r, vr+l,..., v m = d) and without the out-arcs (u i-1, u ~) and (v r-l, vr). Repeatedly applying the procedure leads to the following property. PROPERTY 1. Let P be a walk subset in the partition of Pc -{P1, P2,..., Pz}. Then, all the walks in P contain an in-subwalk from a node u* to d and exclude an out-arc set.
After the partition of walk subset, we need to find the shortest unique-arc walk from s to d in the walk subset that includes a given in-subwalk and excludes a given out-arc set. For ease of presentation, let pin and A °ut denote the in-subwalk and out-arc set, and we refer to the walk satisfying pin and A °ut as the constrained walk.
How to Find the Shortest Constrained Walk
Given N, our algorithm constructs a network N I = (V/, A', s ~, d') so that the shortest walk P* from s' --s to d ~ --u* in N ~ followed by pin forms a shortest constrained walk from s to d in N. (1) Remove all of the arcs in pin from N because P* does not pass through these arcs. For example, Figure 3a shows a shortest constrained walk from x0 to xT, where xo = s / --s, x4 = d t, x7 = d, pin ____ (X4, X5 ' X6 ' X7 ) and A°Ut{(x3, X4) }. By the transformation above, we can construct the network N r similar to Figure 3b , where all arcs in pin and A °ut are removed and we need to find the shortest unique-arc walk from x0 to x4.
At this point, we make the following observations.
(1) Since the constructed network N I is a traffic-light network, the shortest path algorithm such as Dijkstra's algorithm [22] cannot be applied. Instead, the shortest unique-arc walk algorithm of Chen and Yang [11] should be used to find the shortest walk from s t = s to d ~ --u*.
(2) Note that the shortest walk P* from s ~ to d ~ in N ~ followed by pin may not necessarily form the shortest constrained walk from s to d. Consider Figure 3 again. Suppose there is one shortest walk P* = (x0,..., y2, x4) with minimum arrival time 30 and the other walk P& = (x0, • .., y4, x4) with a larger arrivat time 33. Further, suppose that direction (Y2, x4, xs) does not allow us to leave for node x5 from x4 until time 40, while direction (Y4, x4, xs} does at time 35. As a result, the walk P& can leave for node x5 earlier than the wMk P*, because the earliest time to leave for node x5 from node x4 through arc (Y2, x4) is 40 while through arc (Y4, x4) is 35. The example indicates that what really matters in a traffic-light network is the departure time, rather than the arrival time. Compared 
to the conventional shortest path problem, where earlier arrival always leads to earlier departure, we focus on finding a walk from s ~ to d p in N t so that we leave node d ~ the earliest. Let pred denote the second-to-the-last node in the walk P& from s / to d ~ and suc denote the second node in the walk pin. Then, the earliest time to leave for node suc from Node d t at time t coming from node pred can be denoted as earliest(pred, d ~, suc, t). To determine this value, we need the following data: the time reaching Node d', the time window list associated with Node d p, and the routing direction (pred, d ~, suc). Readers are referred to [11, Section 2.1] for the computational procedure. For all of the nodes pred preceding Node d t in N ~, we can compute the earliest time to arrive at Node d' through arc (pred, d') by the algorithm of Chen and Yang [11] . Let this value be denoted as arrived(pred, d~). Then, the time to leave for node suc from Node d ~ with the preceding node pred is determined as earliest (pred, d', suc, arrived(pred, d') ). Among all of the nodes preceding Node d t, we choose the node through which we can leave Node d t as early as possible. Therefore, the walk P~ from s t to d ~ in N t whose leaving time for node suc, equal to the following value, is the subwalk that forms the shortest constrained walk from s to d in N.
By the preceding observations, we derive the following conclusion.
THEOREM 1. The shortest walk from s to d in the walk subset with pin and A °ut is the combination of the shortest walk P& from s to d p in N ~ followed by pin from d ~ to d, where P& satisfies relation (1) shown above.
To find the shortest walk from s to din N subject to pin and A °ut, we develop the following algorithm.
THE SCW ALGORITHM. To show how to find the shortest constrained walk in a given walk set, consider p(2). By removing the arcs in A °ut and pin, the resulting network is shown in Figure 5 . Since the shortest walk in Figure 5 
How to Find the First K Shortest Unique-Arc Walks
The procedure shown in Figure 2 may generate a substantial number of walks and their corresponding constraints after a number of iterations. To manage this problem, we use the heap structure [23] , where the times to find and remove the minimum element or to insert a new element are all O(log n) for a heap with n elements. Let each element in the heap represent an enumerated walk and each element is associated with its in-subwalk and out-arc set. We develop the following algorithm to find the first K shortest unique-arc walks, where the set Q is stored by a heap structure.
THE KSCW ALGORITHM.
Find P1, the first shortest unique-arc walk. Let in-subwalk(P1) = ¢ and out-arc(P1) = ¢, where ¢ represents an empty walk or set.
Store the element of P1 into Q. For w = 1 to K Select the shortest unique-arc walk P from Q, output it as the w th shortest walk, and remove P from Q. Let P' be the subwalk of P satisfying P = pt@ in-subwalk(P), where • is the operator to connect two subwalks.
Let the number of arcs in P' be m, and P'(i,j) denote the subwalk from the i th arc to the jth arc of P'. Partition the walk set of P into m disjoint walk subsets. The in-subwalk and out-arc set of the ith walk subset, where 1 < i < m, can be obtained by:
the out-arc set is {P'(i, i)}U out-arc(P), the in-subwalk is P' ( i + 1, m) @ in-subwalk(P).
Use SCW algorithm to find the shortest constrained unique-arc walk for each walk subset. For each walk subset, if there exists a shortest constrained unique-arc walk, then store it and its associated in-subwalk and out-arc set into Q. For each of these three subsets, we find their shortest constrained unique-arc walks as follows.
There is no such walk in p(1). [19] ]'~ ,> Hence, walk subsets/)(2) and p(3) and their related information are stored into the heap Q; the result of the execution of the algorithm is summarized in Table 1 . To see how finding K walks may help to choose a route when the other criteria are involved, consider the walks p3 = (s, A, D, C, d) and P4 = (s, B, C, d). The travel time of each of these two walks is 15; the stop time of P3 is 3, while the stop time of P4 is 4. As we described in Section 1, although two walks reach the destination at the same time, choosing which one walk could depend on the length of stop time.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper studies finding the first K shortest unique-arc walks in a traffic-light network that models operations of traffic signals and intersection movements. The name unique-arc walk derives from the fact that the walk found in this paper may include repeated nodes but will exclude repeated arcs. The major contribution of the paper is that we have developed an algorithm of polynomial time to find the first K shortest unique-arc walks in the present network. This paper has several possible extensions. First, we can consider the situation where we choose to stop for some time and leave later. Note that the length of stop time can vary widely depending on the decision scenario. Dealing with this issue not only complicates the enumeration of all possible walks, but also raises the question as to whether the walks remain unique-arc. In addition, the distinction between visiting repeated nodes and stopping at the same node should be clearly made even if the walk is no longer simple. Finally, we may consider criteria jointly, for example, minimization of total travel time subject to total stop time, or minimization of a weighted sum of total travel time and total stop time.
